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Founded in 1882, the Cleveland Institute of Art is an independent 
college of art and design committed to leadership and vision in all  
forms of visual arts education. CIA makes enduring contributions  
to art and education and connects to the community through  
gallery exhibitions, lectures, a continuing education program and 
the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque.
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Above: Retiring CIA President + CEO Grafton Nunes considers 
Cleveland his adopted hometown. Below: Nunes reviews 
blueprints during the campus unification project in the space 
that would later become the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel 
Atrium. 

Portrait of a president
Upon his retirement, Grafton Nunes
reflects on how he helped shape CIA
By Carlo Wolff

You can’t help notice the eccentric elegance of 
Grafton Nunes as he walks a gallery show at the 
Cleveland Institute of Art. The Edwardian haircut, 
those fabulous ties, the earring, his casual, 
sartorial flair, and his disarming smile suit Nunes 
as president of CIA, a school with a freewheeling 
culture all its own. 

By virtue of his collegial style and the social and 
administrative skills he developed on his journey 
from film scholar to college president, Nunes has 
helped make CIA a more contemporary school of 
art and design, one more responsive to the forces 
of a changing, creative economy.

People who have worked with Nunes since he 
became CIA’s 10th President + CEO in 2010 
cite his commitment, accessibility and open-
mindedness as he prepares to retire June 30, 
paving the way for Kathryn Heidemann, now 
Senior Vice President of Academic Affairs and 
Dean of Faculty + Chief Operating Officer and 
Chief Academic Officer. 

When Nunes left Emerson College in Boston, 
where he was founding dean of the School of the 
Arts, for Cleveland, CIA was in crisis, spending 
15 percent of its endowment just to break even 
and keep its bifurcated campus operating. The 

eastern end of University Circle now marked 
by CIA and the Museum of Contemporary Art 
Cleveland was a bleak zone of unpaved parking 
lots, a failed business complex, and warnings 
against walking the neighborhood after dark. 
Nunes saw campus unification and revitalization 
to fruition, restructured the administration, and 
removed layers of management. 

“It’s probably what I’m proudest of in terms of a 
building project,” he says of the new building. 
It’s “well-planned for the creation of art and the 
teaching of art, it’s clean and open and full of 
light, and people feel proud to work here.” 

Nunes also established clear lines of authority, 
eliminating layers of administration. “I streamlined 
it so we could build a culture of ‘yes,’” he says. 

“When there are too many people with overlapping 
authority, the only way they can assert their 
authority is by saying ‘no.’ Everything was in 
conflict.”

No longer.

Now, after $75 million and six years of 
construction (finished in 2015), CIA is debt-free. It 
boasts a unified campus blending a restored Ford 
plant with a new, high-tech structure, creating an 
environment tailored toward the ingenuity that is 
the hallmark of the school—and of Nunes himself.

Nunes is a man apart yet thoroughly involved. 
That’s just the right straddle for a unique figure 
charged with leading a college chartered in 1882 
as the Western Reserve School of Design for 
Women.

The school originally targeted young women who 
couldn’t find husbands “because all the young 
men were killed in the Civil War, and they didn’t 
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By Alexandra Burrage and Michael C. Butz

From appreciating the care and concern he 
showed to being impressed by his vision, 
Cleveland Institute of Art alumni share some of 
their favorite memories of retiring President + 
CEO Grafton Nunes.

President Emeritus David L. Deming 
’67: Lasting first impression
Back in 1997, when I was Dean of the College of 
Fine Arts at The University of Texas, just one year 
before I became president of CIA, I attended an 
international deans conference that gathered in 
Western Europe. I sat on a panel that discussed 
the challenges of our times among universities 
and art schools around the globe.

Among the panelists was a young man who was 
the founding dean at Emerson College. He was 
very bright, articulate, charismatic, and full of 
great insights about the present and future of arts 
education at the collegiate level. I remembered 
him for his thoughtful contribution to our panel 
and because of his unique name. I came away 
from that panel thinking that this was a very 
smart, interesting and engaging individual who 
had a great future ahead of him.

When the chair of the Board of Directors at 
CIA informed me that he would like me to host 
Grafton Nunes as one of the finalists for the 
position I would soon retire from, I immediately 
recalled our brief but impressive first meeting and 
thought, “What a great find for CIA.” These past 
12 years have proven me right!

Congratulations for all that you have 
accomplished for our beloved institution and all 
the best to you in the years ahead.

Marsha Sweet ’81:  
Work is something to savor
Gleefully, I think of Grafton as one terrific guy. He 
has been open, forthcoming and engaged at all 
levels and with all groups. I wanted one word to 
describe him, and the word that comes to me has 
an origin in the context of food and is now used 
metaphorically: Grafton is CIA’s umami.

Caprice Odom, Financial Aid 
Counselor: Concern appreciated
I’d like to say thank you for your continued display 
of concern for our community over the years, 

such as always saying “Hi” and asking how I am 
doing; closing the school early when the weather 
got bad for the opportunity to get home and to 
our loved ones safely; early release on summer 
days for mental health; as well as the inception 
of Juneteenth as a holiday for our communities’ 
social well-being. For these and many other 
reasons, I thank you. Be well and enjoy your time 
with your family. You will be missed.

CIA alumni, employees share Nunes memories

President Emeritus David L. Deming ’67 hands off CIA’s presidential mace to Grafton Nunes during Convocation in 2010.

Visit cia.edu/news to read memories of 
Grafton Nunes from other CIA alumni, 
faculty and staff.

CAN Triennial 
CAN Triennial: You Are Here will be on view 
from July 8 through August 31 throughout 
Northeast Ohio, including in CIA’s Ann and 
Norman Roulet Student + Alumni Gallery.

FRONT International
FRONT returns to Reinberger Gallery from  
July 16 to October 2 with solo exhibitions  
from Jacolby Satterwhite, Dexter Davis ’90, 
Loraine Lynn ’14 and Alexandra Noel.

I guess this is a greeting and a 
farewell. I welcome you to the 
summer 2022 issue of Link and 
all the fabulous recent news 
about alumni, faculty, staff 
and CIA initiatives. And I say 
goodbye as President + CEO of 
this wonderful school. The last 
12 years have been the most 
professionally and emotionally 
rewarding of my life. I knew I 
liked Cleveland when I arrived in 
2010. Now I love it and consider 
it my home.

CIA faced challenges in 2010. 
The renovations of the Ford 
Assembly plant were disruptive 
of classes. The capital campaign 

for the campus unification was stalled by the 
real estate recession. Applications were down, 
income was shrinking and morale was low. Why 
would I walk into such a situation? It was easy: 
Everybody I spoke with—faculty, staff, Board and 
the cultural community—expressed a profound 
love for the institution and its students. With 
a foundation of such love, I knew we could 
overcome these problems.

To accomplish the College’s growing needs, 
the Board allowed me to reprogram the unified 
campus and adapt the plans, which we did in 

consultation with the faculty and staff. We took 
that new re-imagined program on the road to 
state and federal funders as well as foundations 
and private donors. The original $44 million 
project became a $75 million project and yet we 
built it and we raised all the funds for it. Colleges 
and universities across the nation are saddled 
with debt from building projects, which put them 
at financial risk with the reduced income and 
higher expenses caused by the pandemic. Our 
academic complex is debt-free.

And in the process, we were able to transition 
from a commuter college, with inadequate 
housing only available to our first-year students, 
to a residential college housing a majority of 
our students in two beautiful residence halls 
with contemporary amenities, requiring us to 
enhance the student-life experience with events 
and extracurricular activities. These quality-of-
life improvements on campus, along with the 
development of the surrounding neighborhood 
as the premier arts district in the nation, a 
development anchored by CIA and moCa 
Cleveland, made our college even more appealing 
to a national pool of applicants. And before 
COVID hit, we had yielded the highest enrollment 
in CIA’s history.

As I discussed in our last issue of Link, the 
demographic drop in college-aged students, 
along with the challenges posed by COVID, have 

diminished our student population somewhat— 
to the levels when I assumed the presidency  
12 years ago.

I am proud of where we are and have every 
confidence that we will soar under Kathryn 
Heidemann’s leadership. We have a first-rate 
administrative team, an unbeatable faculty of 
seasoned master teachers and dynamic young 
scholars and artists. We have an experienced staff 
dedicated to serving our students.  We also have 
a Board of Directors that believes in the school’s 
mission and prospects and provides the guidance 
and financial support for us to realize our dreams.

For 140 years, the Cleveland Institute of Art has 
successfully empowered young people, often 
from marginalized populations, by preparing them 
for successful careers in art and design. I have 
been honored to lead that effort for 12 of those 
years and will continue to promote the school 
in any way I can. I love and believe in CIA, and 
hope that my term here has strengthened your 
affection and commitment to CIA as well.

Grafton J. Nunes

President’s Welcome

Here’s What’s Going On!
Cinematheque
Short films by CIA alum Robert Banks and 
restorations of The Godfather, Nosferatu, 
Rude Boy, Close Encounters and Soylent 
Green highlight the schedule. 
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want to be domestics so they were trained to 
be designers,” Nunes says. “Now, 34 percent of 
our student body are students of color. We are 
a bridge into our culture and a bridge toward 
expressing for the culture what each of these 
groups brings to the conversation.”
 
Nunes is no stranger to marginalization. “I 
actually never completely felt part of American 
culture—ever,” he says. A Navy brat, Nunes 
grew up largely in Portland, Maine, and always 
felt “a little bit distanced.” Perhaps that’s why the 
movies, which for much of his life were his career, 
absorbed him so deeply.

Before his family settled in Portland, they lived in 
several places, including Bremerhaven, Germany, 
still a ruin 10 years after the end of World War 
II. Nunes recalls living in an apartment building 
there surrounded by rubble, and when he came 
to America, nobody he knew had memories 
anything like his. They included mental pictures of 
a nanny whose face had been severely burned in 
the war and of displaced persons behind barbed 
wire at Dachau staring at him and his family 
as they toured that Nazi concentration camp 
northwest of Munich. Nunes grasped the notion 
of death early.

Raised Jesuit, Nunes attended the College 
of Holy Cross in Worcester, Mass., earning a 
bachelor’s degree in English and religion. While 
he was working toward his PhD in English 
at Columbia University in New York City, he 
switched streams, enrolling in Columbia’s film 
school and immersing himself in the movies. 

The movie that changed his life was Stanley 
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey. First, he was 
mystified, but he couldn’t stop thinking about it 
and saw it again. “How does this thing work?” he 
wondered. “It just intrigued me.”  

Nunes earned his master’s of fine arts degree in 
film history, theory and criticism from Columbia. 
He introduced eight films (including 2001) for his 
friend John Ewing at the Cleveland Institute of Art 
Cinematheque over the past year and plans to 
write about film in his retirement.

Joys of CIA
From the start, it was clear to Nunes that CIA 
faculty and staff derive their pride in the institution 
from the students. At CIA, “they discover a 
community that understands them and respects 
them. They find a family. It’s so gratifying to see 
these young people arrive—literally, as children—
and leave as young adults. The four years that they 
are at this school, their personal transformation 
is extraordinary, and this is an extremely rigorous 
school. They rise to the occasion.”

He saw such growth in his son, Matthew, the 
oldest of his six children. When Matthew arrived 
at CIA, “he did not have the best of habits, he 
was not happy at his previous institution, and I 
watched him become a different person,” Nunes 
says. Matthew learned how to manage time, to 

“own his decisions … and develop a sense of 
pride in his work and pride in the actual difficulty 
of what he was going through.”

Matthew Nunes says he hated pre-med at the 
University of New England in Maine, so he 
reached out to his father to ask if it would be OK 
to move to Cleveland. “Matt, the door’s always 
open,” father told son. “There’s always a room set 
up for you.”

Matthew didn’t want to attract attention as the 
son of the college president: “I actually wouldn’t 
tell anybody my dad was president until I sort 
of got to know them.” He didn’t want special 
treatment from teachers, either; if pressed, he’d 
say he was “distantly related” to his high-profile 
father. Matthew Nunes graduated from CIA in 
2020 with a BFA in Photography.

His father “bridged a lot of gaps and resolved 
many outstanding issues, opening up 
communications so CIA could move forward to 
the next chapter,” Matthew Nunes says. Instead 
of “passive-aggressive emails that were not as 
productive as they could be, he brought people 
together in a space where they could be more 
productive.” Grafton Nunes was inclusive and 

“very much into having open dialogues and 
pathways of communication.”

Such a fit
The Cleveland Institute of Art gave Grafton Nunes 
a new lease on life. Married four times—twice to 
the same woman—Nunes was in the long tail of 
a brutal divorce from his third wife, who was the 
mother of their six children, when he arrived at 
CIA. Cleveland, with which Nunes had fallen in 
love in 1979 when he was research assistant on 
Light of Day, Paul Schrader’s rock ‘n’ roll movie, 
proved his salvation. (Nunes also produced 
director Kathryn Bigelow’s first film, The Loveless, 
with Willem Dafoe in his first lead role.)

Nearly 30 years later, when a headhunting firm 
sounded him about the CIA presidency, what 
came to mind was that first visit, which showed 
Nunes that Cleveland “is a city that values its 
culture—its high culture and its low culture, 
but its culture, a yeasty culture,” he says. “I 
love that, and it’s one of the reasons I came 
here. And when you look at the artists and the 
designers who were produced by this school, 
its contribution to the regional culture but also 
to the national discussion, I was honored to be 
approached.”

Nunes was in dire personal straits. He was 
turning 60, had lost most of his retirement 
savings in the divorce, was paying child support 
and alimony, and couldn’t afford rent. He was 
living in his brother’s back room in rural Maine 
and commuting to Emerson College. The 
previous fall, his wife filed for divorce. At that 
point in his life, when he felt “lower than a snake’s 
navel,” Nunes got the call to interview at CIA. 
His second interview featured inconveniences 
such as a raging snowstorm, a diverted flight 

to Detroit and a car ride to Cleveland. Nunes 
compartmentalized.

“It was all like a test: Do you have the fortitude? Do 
you have the ability to focus and get through this? 
I mean, I hadn’t slept in eight months,” he says. 

“And everybody was so, so good to me.”

Nunes says his interviewers knew he was going 
through a “personal dilemma,” but they didn’t 
know the details. “I kept it separate. It was 
strenuous, but I learned I could do it. It was the 
biggest challenge of my life.”

The finalists for successor to the noted sculptor 
David Deming as president of CIA were Nunes 
and a woman with a high-profile position at the 
University of Florida. Each was invited to a meet-
and-greet with CIA faculty and staff, and the 
consensus favored Nunes, according to Gary R. 
Johnson, CIA board president when Nunes was 
hired.

The appeal of the female candidate was her 
level of attainment, Johnson says; she had 
accomplished more in a bigger career. But Nunes 
portrayed a strong commitment to art, and faculty 
felt like he connected with them.

“Two words struck me,” says Johnson. “One is 
‘commitment’ and the other is ‘sincerity.’ That’s 
my distillation of what I found especially attractive 
about Grafton.” 

Into the fray 
If his personal circumstances were a challenge 
in 2010, the pandemic was Nunes’ greatest 
institutional trial.

In February 2020, he set up the COVID-19 Task 
Force that met every morning in the early stages 
of the pandemic. Despite differences of opinion 
on many levels, “at the end of the day, we were 
totally online from the day that the governor 
essentially closed us down in March of 2020 
through May of ’20.”

Grafton Nunes speaks during the 2017 CIA Commencement 
ceremony at the Cleveland Museum of Art.

Grafton Nunes leads the celebratory procession of CIA community members from the old East Boulevard building to the newly unified 
campus on Euclid Avenue in 2015.

Grafton Nunes hands a Board of Trustees Honorable Mention 
Award to his son Matthew Nunes during SIE 74 in February 2020.

Continued on page 4
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Students who had paid for an entire year in 
residence halls and in-person classes protested. 
The school pro-rated housing costs and gave 
refunds, even though school officials didn’t know 
whether federal and/or state funds would be 
available to offset those refunds and reduce the 
financial pain; it eventually got some federal relief, 
which CIA passed on to students. The school 
reopened in August 2020 so students could 
access their studios, mentors and technology. Still, 
Nunes suggests, COVID has left permanent scars.

Before the virus got its isolating grip, Nunes 
says, students were moving toward social justice, 
engaging in projects outside their academic 
community. They have turned inward. “COVID 
has made people a lot more interior,” he says. 

“They became very self-reflective.” 

There will be no dumbing down of the curriculum, 
“but we have to work harder to give students the 
tools to succeed because they didn’t get them 
for the last two years of high school. They missed 
out on their rites of passage, so they’re distrustful 
of education. We’ve got to get back that trust.”

At least for the next few years, repair is the 
byword. “The impact of these two years of COVID 
on the young people of America is profound, and 
I don’t think we know yet how it is going to impact 

the next generation’s attitudes about work, about 
education, about social relationships,” Nunes 
says. “In the midst of COVID, they’re dealing 
with George Floyd, they’re dealing with issues 
of social justice, of trusting the police—they’re 
carrying a lot of baggage.”

All of which president-designate Heidemann, a 
practitioner of rock ‘n’ roll herself, will have to 
help carry. Does Nunes have any advice for her? 

“Maintain a sense of humor,” he says. “Hire the 
best and give them credit. And listen. It’s easy 
to pontificate, so listening is really important. 
Running the school with humanity and with 
humor is really important, and try not to be 
doctrinaire.”

How does Nunes view his job as captain of a 
unique school navigating treacherous waters? 
What does he take from his experience? 

“I look at the last 12 years as the culmination of my 
professional career, the period where everything 
that I packed into my experience suitcase in 
the previous 35 years got taken out and used,” 
Nunes says. “I am most grateful for the warm, 
immediate and abiding welcome I received from 
the Cleveland community, and that includes the 
cultural, corporate and governmental aspects of 

that community. I have worked in New York, the 
West Coast and New England and never have I 
been treated with as much respect and affection 
as here in Northeastern Ohio.”

Nunes is especially proud of CIA’s modernized 
campus, which Sir David Adjaye, the noted British 
architect, once told him was the best designed 
school of art and design he had ever seen.

“Beyond that, I am proud of the spirit of 
community I tried to foster and maintain at this 
wonderful school,” Nunes says. “There is a spirit 
here that infuses the physical space and makes it 
shine. And that is what I will miss the most.”

By Carlo Wolff

People from all walks at the Cleveland Institute of 
Art praise retiring president Grafton Nunes for the 
leadership he has demonstrated in his 12 years at 
the helm of the art and design school.

“He has possessed the unique ability to connect 
with our stakeholders, including our faculty, 
students and staff, and the ability to make a 
case for financial support among our friends and 
donors,” says Cynthia Prior Gascoigne, president 
of the CIA Board of Directors. 

“His term has been marked by numerous 
successes and achievements that have put 
our school in sound financial condition, with 
dynamic programs, an enhanced endowment 
and a reimagined campus that includes a 
unified academic facility and the addition of two 
residence halls.”

“Grafton has been a transformative president at 
CIA,” says Fran Belkin, CIA Board vice chair. “His 
charismatic leadership has inspired our Board, 
raised the school’s profile in the community and 
left us in a solid financial position. His ability to 
articulate our exciting and important mission will 
continue to strengthen our reputation and ensure 
a bright future for CIA.”

Jason Tilk ’97, the first official president of the CIA 
Alumni Council that Nunes helped establish, says 
Nunes “was always willing to give us time, and to 
listen to what we wanted to get out of the group. 
He truly listened to what we were formulating, and 
he would report to the group information that was 
mission-critical for the Institute.”

One of Nunes’ biggest fans is John Ewing, director 
of the CIA Cinematheque. “Grafton proved the 
best friend to the Cinematheque among the five 
CIA presidents I have worked under during my 
36 years here,” Ewing says. “Because of his 
background as a film scholar, film producer and 
film buff, we have a beautiful and versatile new 
state-of-the-art movie theater that Grafton likes to 
call his ‘chapel to cinema.’ It will be his legacy to 
Cinematheque-goers for years to come.”

Mark Reigleman ’06 lauds Nunes for his ability to 
unify sometimes fractious constituencies. “What I 

found most unique about Grafton as president was 
his accessibility,” Reigleman says. “There always 
seemed to be a barricade between president and 
student, and Grafton had an incredible way of 
making those perceived barriers disappear. His 
approach to this position felt collaborative and he 
had a genuine interest in what the students were 
experiencing. Additionally, he was always curious 
and excited about art.”

Lane Cooper, Painting faculty member, considers 
CIA, “an incredible place with a real, thrumming 
heart,” lucky to have Nunes.

“We have had a leader in Grafton who has guided 
us along a lot of rocky shores. He came in at a 
time when the school and higher education in 
general were being transformed. Society itself is 
in the process of remaking its ‘norms.’ Grafton, 
as a leader, has protected the space that was 
needed for CIA to enter into that transformation.”

“Grafton navigated CIA through our move to 
a unified campus and a pandemic,” says Dan 
Cuffaro ’91, Anne Fluckey Lindseth Professor 
of Industrial Design. “These were tremendous 
challenges, and the fact that we made it through 

is a testament to Grafton’s commitment to the 
College, his organizational skills and ability to 
rally the community."

Citing his “decisive and collegial leadership,” CIA 
board member Ruth Eppig fondly recalls hosting 
Nunes when he was still a presidential prospect.

“My husband and I hosted him at our home 
for dinner along with the other members of 
our search committee and spouses in order to 
emphasize to him how much we were impressed 
with him and wanted to attract him to CIA,” 
she says. “We have never been disappointed 
in our choice since he accepted our offer. His 
experience, empathy, energy and wise leadership 
style have defined his tenure.”

“During his tenure, CIA has become one of the 
most important anchor institutions in our region 
because of his understanding that the success 
of CIA and this city are inextricably linked,” 
Lillian Kuri, Cleveland Foundation executive vice 
president and chief operating officer, says of 
Nunes. “He has brought to bear the institution 
and himself on the incredible progress made in 
this region over the past 15 years.”

Thanks to the COVID Task Force’s mask policy, CIA welcomed 
back Convocation in 2021. Photo by Sam Butler ’19.

Colleagues: Leadership marks Nunes’ tenure

Grafton Nunes meets with Cleveland Mayor Justin Bibb, right, in February 2022. Photo by the City of Cleveland Photographic Bureau.

Continued from page 3
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Anthony Eterovich ’38* had two paintings 
and one mixed-media artwork added to the 
permanent collection of the Massillon Museum in 
Massillon, Ohio. 

Harold Zisla ’50* has work in the permanent 
collection of the South Bend Museum of Art in 
Indiana, where he served as executive director 
from 1957 to 1966. The museum is celebrating 
its 75th anniversary with the exhibition 
Becoming SBMA: Stories from Our Collection, 
in which Zisla’s 26 pieces will be displayed 
on a rotating basis. Zisla was featured in the 
February/March 2022 issue of Bloom Magazine 
and the April/May 2022 issue of The Ryder 
Magazine. Forty-four of Zisla’s works were on 
display at Morgenstern’s Bookstore and Café in 
Bloomington, Indiana.

Anthony Schepis ’55 had an oil painting, 
“Allusions V,” acquired by Penn State University’s 
Palmer Museum of Art in State College, 
Pennsylvania for its permanent collection.

Ron Testa ’65 had work in the 13th Annual 10x10 
Small Works Exhibit at the Midwest Center for 
Photography in Wichita, Kansas; Don’t Make me 
Laugh at Praxis Photo Arts Center in Minneapolis; 
and the 2021 Members Showcase at Praxis 
Photo Art Center in Minneapolis. 

George ’67 and Judy ’66 Beasley have been 
living in Atlanta, where George taught sculpture 
at Georgia State University for 40 years, retiring 
as Regents Professor Emeritus. Judy has worked 
for many years as a potter in the United States 
and Scotland. They live part-time in Scotland, 
where they have been actively involved with the 
Scottish Sculpture Workshop since the 1990s. 

Marc Brown ’69 celebrated the finale of his 
award-winning TV show, Arthur, after a 25-year 
run on PBS.

Tom Roese ’71 has a drawing included in 
Reflections on Perception through September at 
the Akron Art Museum in Akron, Ohio.

James Becker ’73 retired and is enjoying 
painting after a successful career as Vice 
President for Creative for Marshall Fields and 
Macy’s, and as a creative consultant for Target 
Corporation. 

Constance Pierce ’73 had work in the CIVA 
Virtual Juried National Exhibition at the gallery 
of Christians in the Visual Arts in Monona, 
Wisconsin.

Debrah Butler ’74 had work in the Ohio Arts 
Council’s 2021 Biennial Juried Exhibition at 
Riffe Gallery in Columbus, Ohio and the Medici 
Museum of Art in Warren, Ohio. The show also 
featured work from Julianne Edberg ’76, Jose 
Luis Quinones ’77, Lori Kella ’97, Carmen 
Romine ’10 and Leigh Brooklyn ’11.

Bill Fleming ’74 had work in the BAYarts Annual 
Juried Exhibition 2022 in Bay Village, Ohio. The 
show also featured the work of Milan Kecman 
’69, Kenneth Smith ’70, Eric Tuck-Macalla ’86, 
Lisa Vaiksnoras-Lauer ’90, Dawn Tekler ’94 
and Kimberly Chapman ’17. Sarah Curry ’01 
served as a juror.

Tim Shuckerow ’75 had work in African Journey 
Paintings & Masks at Lakewood Public Library in 
Lakewood, Ohio. 

Leslye Discont Arian ’76 had work in From 
Woman XV... Created by Women, Of Women 
and About Women at the Gallery at Lakeland 
Community College in Kirtland, Ohio. The show 
also featured the work of Stanka Kordic ’85, 
Judy Takács ’86, Judith Brandon ’87, Jaymi 
Zents ’97, Sarah Curry ’01 and Lauralee 
Hutson ’01. The show was curated by Mary 
Urbas ’80.

Richard Heipp ’76 served as a juror for the 
2022 Juried Student Art Competition at Virginia 
Commonwealth University in Richmond. 

Mark Nelson ’76 discussed his illustration career 
in a virtual conversation with the Lemont Artists 
Guild and the Homer Township Public Library in 
Homer Glen, Illinois. 

Pamela Pastoric ’77 had work in Rust at Heights 
Arts in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. She is also the 
proud daughter of Marion Pastoric ’47* who 
served along with Bernard Bluestein ’47 in 
the Ghost Army during World War II, which was 
recently recognized with the Congressional Gold 
Medal.

Babs Reingold ’78 has a permanent diorama, 
“The Last Sea: Diorama,” installed in the newly 
opened Fairgrounds St. Pete in St. Petersburg, 
Florida. 

David Verba ’80 was selected to present work 
in Creating During Change at the Cleveland Print 
Room in the city’s St. Clair-Superior neighborhood.

Marsha Sweet ’81 had work in CONNECT: Small 
Prints of The Boston Printmakers at the Museum 
of Printing in Haverhill, Massachusetts and the 
Curtis Center for the Arts in Greenwood Village, 
Colorado; and in Wood Engravers’ Network 
Triennial Exhibition at Stockton University Art 
Gallery in Galloway, New Jersey.

Julie Tesser ’81 had work in Arnold Brooks, Rifka 
Milder, Julie Tesser: It Speaks for Itself at Carter 
Burden Gallery in New York.

Nancy McEntee ’84 was granted Emeritus 
Faculty status at CIA after a career as a 
Photography faculty member.

William Moore III ’84 had a solo exhibition, 
Abstract Responses to My Life, on view with 
Biafarin Online Gallery. He also had work in the 
Featured Blink Artists Exhibition at ADC Gallery 
West in Cincinnati, Ohio; the May Show, Best of 
the Best 2022 virtual exhibition with Las Laguna 
Art Gallery in Laguna Beach, California; and 
Sculpture at the Kavanagh at the Kavanagh 
Gallery at Fine Line Creative Arts Center in St. 
Charles, Illinois. 

Susan Weir-Ancker ’85 had three ceramic 
sculptures of Persephone, Demeter and Balbo 
installed in Persephone’s Garden at Pacifica 
Graduate Institute in Carpentaria, California. The 
sculptures will be dedicated in August.

Laura Reed ’86 had work in Hatchback16 at the 
Hatch Art Gallery in Hamtramck, Michigan and 
Detroit Contemporary’s Spring Exhibition in Detroit. 

Judy Takács ’86 and Julia Maddalina ’18 had 
work selected for the 2022 International Portrait 
Competition group of “Select 50.” Takács had 
work in the 2022 Annual Members Exhibition 
at Artists Archives of the Western Reserve in 
Cleveland. 

Karen Beckwith ’87 spoke in a virtual talk, 
Travels to Taiwan: A Journey in Prints, presented 
by Artists Archives of the Western Reserve in 
Cleveland.

Harriet Moore Ballard ’87 had work on view in 
Amalgamation at Bonfoey Gallery in Cleveland.

Steven Mastroianni ’88 has a solo exhibition, 
Scurograph: Photograms and Drawings, from 
June 11 to July 27 at the Massillon Museum 
in Massillon, Ohio. Mastroianni has also been 
named an artist-in-residence at Akron Soul Train. 
The residency will take place in July and will 
include a public workshop in creating cyanotypes 
on July 16 at Summit Artspace in Akron, and an 
exhibition of residency work from September 7 to 
October 15 at Akron Soul Train.

Deborah Pinter ’88 had work on view in 
Emboldened: Women Photographers of 
Cleveland. The show also featured work from 
Patsy Kline ’90, Amber Ford ’16 and Celeste 
Moore ’22 and was at KINK Contemporary in the 
78th Street Studios in Cleveland.

Diane Pribojan ’88 had two paintings added 
to the permanent collection of Summa Health 
Center in Akron, Ohio. Four new pieces 
commissioned for the Behavioral Health Pavilion 
will debut in October. 

Kevin Geiger ’89 discussed the impact of 
China’s changing media environment and 
Hollywood’s pivot to Southeast Asian producers 
and content markets on the “China-Hollywood 
Greenlight” podcast.
 
Dexter Davis ’90, Charmaine Spencer ’05 and 
Loraine Lynn ’14 are among the artists showing 
work in FRONT International 2022: Cleveland 
Triennial for Contemporary Art’s Oh, Gods of Dust 
and Rainbows. Davis and fellow alum Robert 
Banks have work in Color Me Boneface, on view 
at moCa Cleveland through June 5.

Have a note to share? 
Please submit by June 30 to 
link@cia.edu for inclusion 
in the next issue of Link.

Anthony Eterovich ’38*

Karen Beckwith ’87

Colleagues: Leadership marks Nunes’ tenure
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Heather Moore ’93 was featured in JCK 
Magazine and discussed her work and career. 

Natasha Sweeten ’93 had a solo exhibition, 
Let’s Get Lost, Paintings and Sketchbooks, in the 
Project Room at BravinLee Programs in New York.

Dawn Tekler ’94 will have a solo show from June 
10 to July 3 at BAYarts in Bay Village, Ohio.

Wendy Fedan ’96 won several awards from 
The Book Fest Spring 2022 Awards, including 
first place for Teen Fiction for her recent novel, 
Fighting the Darkness, and two awards for The 
Three Little Pigs and the Rocket Project, a picture 
book that she designed and illustrated. Her 
books are available at CAWpublishing.com. 

Timothy Callaghan ’99 had work in Homebody: 
Timothy Callaghan & Bridget Caswell at 
Photocentric Gallery in Cleveland. 

Delinda Mariani ’99 was a juror for the 5th 
Annual Black and White Show at Stella’s Gallery 
in Willoughby, Ohio. 

Garrett Morgan IV ’99 spoke in a panel 
discussion, “Celebration: Black Excellence, Black 
Inventions,” with the San Francisco Public Library.

Danielle Derethik ’01 is a product design 
manager with Insignia, an in-store marketing and 
retail display company in Minneapolis. 

Alison O’Daniel ’03 was awarded a 2022 John 
Simon Guggenheim award in film and video. 

Rit Premnath ’03 discussed his solo exhibition, 
Grave/Grove, with Artforum. The show was 
on view at the MIT List Visual Arts Center in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts and Cincinnati’s 
Contemporary Arts Center.

Lisa Ramsey ’04, Brenden Beecy ’04 and Thu 
Tran ‘05 were mentioned on cleveland.com for 
contributing to Girl Talk’s latest album. 

Scott Colosimo ’04 was a guest on Crain’s 
Cleveland’s “Landscape” podcast and 
discussed his design work and company, LAND 
Energy. 

Courtenay Finn ’05 was named the new chief 
curator for The Orange County Museum of Art in 
Santa Ana, California.

Charmaine Spencer ’05 was featured in the 
winter issue of CAN Journal. A solo exhibition, 
From: Seed To: Root, was at The Sculpture 
Center in Cleveland.

Andrew Zimbelman ’06 recently released 
a short film, Moon River, which premiered at 
the Rhode Island International Film Festival in 
Newport and Providence. The film was featured 
in Animation Magazine, Creative Boom and 
Motionographer, where Zimbelman wrote a guest 
article. 

Darius Steward ’08 has work on view in 
Currents and Constellations: Black Art in Focus at 
the Cleveland Museum of Art through June 26.

Jessica Birchfield ’09 was the lead industrial 
designer on the Nebia by Moen Spa Shower, 
which recently won a Gold International Design 
Excellence Award in the Home category from 
the Industrial Designers Society of America. 
The design team also included design director 
Jayson Simeon ’02 as well as Adam Valco ’15 
and Ryan Burbank ’17. The Nebia by Moen Spa 
Shower was also named best design innovation 
in the country during Season 2 of America By 
Design.

Lauren Chaikin ’09 has guest art featured in 
the rule book for the new tabletop roleplaying 
game Teatime Adventures. The game is art 
directed by Quill Kolat ’12.

Jordan Perme ’09 and Chris Lees ’09 
discussed their toy and collectables line Horrible 
Adorables on the “Wait, I Know You” podcast.

JenMarie Zeleznak ’09 had a solo show, These 
Dialogue Stars, at the Diehl Gallery in Jackson, 
Wyoming and was recently featured in an article 
with Cochise College. 

Barbarita Polster ’10 participated in a 
residency at the School of Visual Arts in 
New York, which was supported by a Faculty 
Enrichment Grant from North Park University 
in Chicago. Polster also screened a short film 
through the Guild Literary Complex and Exhibit 
B in Chicago and contributed to the publication, 
Atlas, from Flatland. She is one of 12 artists 
awarded a residency at Ox-Bow School of Art in 
Saugatuck, Michigan this fall and will teach two 
workshops. 

Clotilde Jiménez ’13 had a solo show, Un 
Nouveau Monde, at Mariane Ibrahim Gallery in 
Paris.

Sequoia Bostick ’14 and Amalia DeGirolamo 
’14 were featured in Cleveland Magazine for 
Vagabond Comics’ “Unlucky Issue.” The issue 
also featured work from Theo Bosak ’15, 
Lindsey Bryan ’16, Megan Jones ’19 and 
Gabby Zemaitis ’21. Bostick and Degirolamo co-
curated and had work in Cleveland Scene’s 2022 
Scene Comics Issue, which featured the work of 
Leo Covault ’22. 

Jenn Baugher ’15 recently worked with the 
design team at SpaceX.

Akeem Pennicooke ’15 designed Box Juice 
Mobile, a mini-game that represents Jamaica.

Laura Back ’16 was named one of the 2022 
Designer Dozen Award winners by Visual 
Merchandising and Store Design. 

Amber Ford ’16 has work on view through June 
5 at moCa Cleveland as part of moCa AIR, the 
museum’s artist-in-residency program.

Lauren Kubacki ’16 and Anastasiya Kurylyuk 
’20 created 3D models, edited model scans and 
made animations for Revealing Krishna: Journey 
to Cambodia’s Sacred Mountain at the Cleveland 
Museum of Art. 

Elmi Mata ’16 had new paintings on view in a 
solo show, Elmi Mata: Unwavering Times, at the 
Goodyear Gallery at Dickinson College in Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania.

Courtney Sieh ’16 illustrated her first graphic 
novel, Ten Days in a Mad-House, which debuted 
in April. The book explores reporter Nellie Bly’s 
true investigation into the conditions of asylums 
for women and was published by Simon and 
Schuster.

Kimberly Chapman ’17 had a solo exhibition, 
Eighty-Six Reasons for Asylum Admission at the 
Chaddock & Marrow Gallery at the Dairy Barn 
Arts Center in Athens, Ohio. The show will move 
in July to the Southeast Ohio History Center in 
Athens. Chapman also had work in the Erie Art 
Museum’s Spring Show in Erie, Pennsylvania, 
and was awarded the second place prize for her 
surrealist sculpture, “Tea for Two,” in the BAYarts 
Annual Juried Exhibition 2022 in Bay Village, Ohio.
 
Bianca Fields ’19 was featured in an article with 
It’s Nice That, which discussed her work and 
recent Plop Artist Residency in London.

Ariella Har-Evan ’19 recently discussed her work 
with Cleveland Jewish News. 

Kelly Pontoni ’19 and Sam Butler ’19, along 
with the Artists Archives of the Western Reserve 
in Cleveland, were recognized by the Ohio 
Museums Association for CONVERGE. The 
exhibition was selected as the Best Community 
Outreach Exhibition for the state of Ohio in 2021.

Jimmie Carroll ’20 contributed artwork to the 
crowdfunded anthology, Bernie Wrightson 
Artbook – A Tribute, which honors the late 
horror illustrator, from Printed in Blood and 
Monster Forge Productions. The book is set to 
release this summer, with proceeds going to the 

Wrightson Estate and Wrightson’s widow, Liz.

Erykah Townsend ’20 had a solo show, Bitter 
Sweet, on view at SPACES in Cleveland.

Carmen Johnson ’21 discussed working as a 
mural artist with The News Sun.

Betty Rozakis ’21 and Liz Duncan ’21 were 
represented by Philip Joseph Glass Art Gallery at 
Artexpo New York. 

Steven Mastroianni ’88

Obituaries

*Deceased

Marsha Sweet ’81

Glenn Imhoff ’53 died February 24, 2022. 
He had a degree in Advertising Art.

Carlos Vazquez ’54 passed away January 
24. He majored in Advertising Art.

Russell Bolt ’55 died February 24. He 
studied Industrial Design.

Betty Forchheimer ’52 passed away April 7. 
She majored in Art Education.

Dennis Zaborowski ’65 died April 9. He 
was a Painting major.

Simone Perry passed away February 24. 
She was a 2021 M.A. Art Education graduate 
from Case Western Reserve University and 
took courses at CIA to complete her degree.

Toby Devan Lewis, a longtime supporter of 
CIA and the arts, died April 29.
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Faculty and 
Staff Notes
Davon Brantley ’18 (Admissions) curated Where 
We Overlap, a collaborative exhibition that allowed 
artists to get out of their comfort zone and create 
in small groups. The opportunity to curate came in 
collaboration with Cleveland-based Museum of 
Creative Human Art, and the exhibition is on view 
through May 29 at moCa Cleveland. Brantley also 
has work in Season of Self, a group show at 
Negative Space in Cleveland.

Maggie Denk-Leigh (Printmaking) will complete 
her juror responsibilities for two competitive 
exhibitions in May: the 2022 Congressional Art 
Competition supporting U.S. Rep. Shontel M. 
Brown, which is a nationwide high school visual 
art competition sponsored by the Congressional 
Institute, and the AXA Art Prize, which is open to 
both undergraduate- and graduate-degree-
seeking college students.

Erin Duhigg ’11 (Academic Affairs) participated 
in the International Council of Fine Arts Deans’ 
Leadership Development Workshop 2021 from 
September 15 to December 1. This series of 
leadership development sessions supports new 
deans in their role and nurtures prospective future 
deans. Sessions integrate theories of values-
based leadership for organizational change with 
the practice of leading arts programs during 
these challenging times.

Brittney Esther (Institutional Advancement) was 
a highlighted artist for JOANN Fabrics spring 
releases. She curated a selection of art using her 
original graphite drawing and watercolor paintings 
to be designed into an exclusive fabric collection.

Connie Gilbert (Office of the President) 
graduated from the Boler College of Business at 
John Carroll University in University Heights, Ohio. 
She received a Master of Business Administration 
degree with a concentration in Management. 
During her tenure as a student, she served as 
President of John Carroll University’s Graduate 
Student Association and as staff for the first Ohio 
Tech Summit.

Scott Goss ’06 (Foundation) recently completed 
a public art sculpture for Fire Station #2 in 
Lakewood, Ohio. Titled “Shielded Together,” the 
project was inspired by meeting the men and 
women who work at the station and the variety of 
symbols found on the patchwork of their uniforms. 
In addition, Goss had two works, “Indistinct” and 

“Under From,” acquired by the Arkansas Museum 
of Fine Arts in Little Rock and the Crocker Art 
Museum in Sacramento, California, respectively. 
These pieces were donated to the museums from 
the Enamel Arts Foundation, whose purpose is to 
promote awareness, understanding and 
appreciation of modern enameling as a vibrant art 
form.

Steven Gutierrez (Foundation) was accepted to 
the official program of Imaginarius Festival in 
Portugal, where he will show a developing piece 
on public space in connection with plural 
identities. Imaginarius is currently part of the 
European Street Arts circuit, through its presence 
within the Circostrada Network, in conjunction 
with a number of partnerships with other festivals 
and creation projects, thus contributing to Santa 
Maria da Feira’s assertion as the Portuguese 
capital of Street Arts.

David C. Hart (Liberal Arts) will give a lecture as 
part of the Cleveland Museum of Art’s Lunchtime 
Lecture series titled “Hughie Lee-Smith and the 
Politics of Introspection” at noon Tuesday, June 7 
in CMA’s Gartner Auditorium. The focus will be on 
the museum’s painting “Untitled (Rooftop View),” 
painted in 1957 by Hughie Lee-Smith ’38.

Elizabeth Hoag (Liberal Arts) gave an invited 
paper, “Public Archaeology and Engagement in 
Shaker Heights OH: Past, Present and Future,” 
during the annual Society for American 
Archaeology conference in Chicago. The paper 
will likely be included in a forthcoming edited 
volume with other papers from the symposium. 
Hoag also organized and ran the recent in-person 
Ohio Archaeological Society spring meeting, with 
11 presentations on recent archaeological work in 
the state.

Tony Ingrisano (Painting) has a show, Tiger, Tiger, 
with Jace Lee ’21 through June 18 at Waterloo 
Arts in Cleveland. Ingrisano also will have work in 
7-5 Summer Exhibition—a 75th anniversary 
celebration for the Grand Marais Art Colony in 
Grand Marais, Minnesota—from June 10 through 
August 27.

Benjamin Johnson (Glass) had work chosen for 
the Dominick Labino Memorial Award for 
Excellence in Glass in the Ohio Designer 
Craftsmen Best of Ohio 2022 Exhibition at the 
Ohio Craft Museum in Columbus, Ohio. The 
exhibition remains on view through June 26. 
Johnson also had a piece included in the juried 
Modern Craft exhibition at the Indianapolis Art 
Center in Indianapolis. It remains on view through 
June 3. 

Sarah Kabot (Drawing) will have work featured in 
CAN Triennial: You Are Here from July 8 through 
August 31. Her work will also be in The Nexus of 
Art and Health, curated by Sienna Brown, from 
October 29 through January 10, 2023 at the Riffe 
Gallery in Columbus, Ohio. 

Amber Kempthorn (Drawing) had her Knight Arts 
Challenge Akron grant-winning Ordinary Magic 
announced as part of the Akron Symphony 
Orchestra’s 2022–23 season. The performance, 
which will feature Kempthorn’s visual 
interpretation of Benjamin Britten’s “Four Sea 

Interludes” with musical accompaniment from the 
orchestra, will take place at 7:30pm Saturday, 
October 15 at E.J. Thomas Hall in Akron. Tickets 
go on sale August 1.

Joseph Minek ’11 (Photography + Video) has a 
solo show, Rewind, on view through June 4 at 
Von Lintel Gallery in Santa Monica, California.

Alyssa Perry (Liberal Arts) had poems appear in 
the journal Fence.

Zach Savich (Liberal Arts) presented new work at 
events sponsored by the New York-based 
Brooklyn Rail and the Mission Creek Festival in 
Iowa City, Iowa. He published new poems in 
Fonograf Editions Magazine, Heavy Feather 
Review and the Broadsided Anthology. His edited 
series on “looking as discourse” appeared in the 
Cleveland Review of Books as part of the 
Cleveland Humanities Festival.

Nikki Woods ’12 (Reinberger Gallery) will have 
work represented in The Regional from June 3 to 
September 11 at the Kemper Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Kansas City, Missouri. She 
will also have work included in the CAN Triennial: 
You Are Here from July 8 through August 31.

Brent Kee Young (Faculty Emeriti) had a blown-
glass piece—“Tight Loop Comin’”—featured in 
the 50th Anniversary Exhibition at the Renwick 
Gallery of the Smithsonian American Art Museum 
in Washington, D.C. Also, his glass sculpture, 
Matrix Series: “Windfall ... Boulder II,” was chosen 
to receive the Director Emeritus Betty Talbott 
Award for Excellence in the Ohio Designer 
Craftsmen Best of Ohio 2022 Exhibition at the 
Ohio Craft Museum in Columbus, Ohio. 

Joseph Minek ’11

Scott Goss ’06

Amber Kempthorn
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Above: “Capri Sun Dress” by Jess Raimondo ’24. Top row, from left: “HER” by Bentley ’23; “Sensory” by Kaia Petras ’22; “Aggrandize” by Soleil White ’24; “Nap Time” by Nat Lenington ’24; “Shining 
Bowler Hat” by Ashley DeRuvo ’25. Bottom row, from left: “Untitled” by Raheem Stevenson ’25; “The Ultra Rainbow Mask” by Kaylee Ryan ’25; “Thriftshade” by Matison Griffie ’25; “Self Care” by Sunny 
Podbelsek ’22; “Regality” by Claire Stephens ’24. The Runway Show is a production of the Jewelry + Metals Department. Photos by Leah Trznadel ’19.
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President-designate Kathryn Heidemann and retiring president 
Grafton Nunes following 2021 Convocation. Photo by Sam Butler ’19.


